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Abstract     

Data   analysis   is   an   emerging   field   that   has   recently   been   applied   to   the   field   of   sports   as   well.   

From   movies   like    Moneyball    to   the   NFL   Combine,   everyone   wants   to   reduce   indicators   of   future   

success   down   to   a   few   simple   numbers.   This   idea   is   what   led   to   my   investigation   of   NCAA   

March   Madness.   Each   year,   thousands   of   Americans   fill   out   brackets   with   their   predictions   of   

tournament   results,   but   is   there   a   methodical   way   to   approach   this?   I   analyze   and   interpret   

statistics   from   the   years   2012   to   2019   in   an   attempt   to   create   a   single   indicator   as   to   who   will   win   

the   tournament.   In   disregarding   the   results   of   preliminary   rounds   to   solely   predict   the   final   

champion,   I   look   to   combine   many   statistics   gathered   throughout   the   regular   season   into   one   

final   score   for   potential   success.     
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Process   Analysis   

I   began   this   process   by   diving   through   the   internet   looking   for   any   statistics   I   could   find.   I   

learned   a   lot   about   college   basketball   and   what   teams   are   consistently   top   performers.   But   I   also   

got   to   learn   a   lot   about   how   my   problem   solving   process   works.   I   began   this   project   with   a   very   

different   vision   than   where   I   ended   up   and   I   had   to   come   up   with   a   lot   of   solutions   on   the   fly.     

  

I   came   into   this   thinking   I   could   research   every   individual   team   that   made   it   into   the   tournament   

over   the   last   ten   years.   I   wanted   to   look   at   the   roster   changes,   the   coaching   staff   experience   as   a   

whole,   the   past   tournament   successes,   everything   I   could   think   of.   I   had   set   the   bar   very   high   and   

quickly   realized   that   was   not   going   to   be   possible   in   one   semester.   I   decided   to   cut   down   some   

variables   and   alter   the   project   strictly   to   statistics   that   could   be   found   easily   and   quickly.   This   

was   slightly   disappointing   for   me   as   I   truly   believed   I   could   find   a   way   to   predict   the   winner   with   

foolproof   accuracy.   I   thought   that   the   combination   of   my   mathematical   background   and   college   

basketball   knowledge   would   allow   me   to   develop   this   formula,   and   I   still   believe   this   is   true   

today.   I   knew   that   switching   to   a   strictly   statistics-based   formula   would   most   likely   lead   to   being   

unable   to   predict   the   winner   every   time   but   I   still   hoped   I   would   stumble   upon   a   solution.    

  

This   process   taught   me   a   lot   about   how   to   look   at   and   work   with   data   as   well.   I   spent   a   lot   of   

time   looking   through   spreadsheets   to   find   ways   to   combine   different   values   as   efficiently   as   

possible.   This   was   fun   because   I   already   had   the   end   result   available   to   me.   I   knew   who   won   the   

tournaments;   all   I   needed   to   do   was   find   the   formulas   that   valued   that   team   more   highly.   The   fact   

that   I   was   only   basing   my   formulas   on   the   past   winners   actually   reduced   a   lot   of   bias   that   could   

have   been   involved   if   I   was   attempting   to   judge   individual   players   and   coaches.     
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I   had   also   created   a   lot   of   formulas   with   very   different   outputs.   The   formulas   did   not   produce   the   

same   outputs   year   to   year   or   team   to   team.   By   this   I   mean   that   one   year   the   average   result   of   a   

formula   may   have   been   1.5   and   the   next   year   it   could   have   been   25.   There   was   a   lot   of   variance   

in   my   formulas   because   most   of   them   were   based   on   initial   ratios   that   could   vary   a   lot   as   well.   I   

really   enjoyed   the   process   of   trying   to   condense   and   simplify   my   results   and   I   appreciated   my   

statistical   background   in   doing   so.     

  

March   Madness   has   received   its   name   for   a   reason   and   that   is   because   there   is   a   level   of  

unpredictability   to   it,   but   at   the   end   of   the   day   that   was   the   question   I   wanted   to   investigate.   Was   

it   really   madness   or   were   we   just   missing   the   few   characteristics   that   we   actually   needed   to   look   

for?   Ultimately,   this   process   taught   me   that   sometimes   you   cannot   find   the   answer   you   are   

looking   for   in   the   way   that   you   are   going   about   it.   I   am   a   person   that   very   much   wants   the   

simplest,   driest   answer   possible   and   I   hate   not   having   the   answer.   This   is   why   I   enjoy   

mathematics:   either   you   got   the   right   answer   or   you   did   not.   But   this   process   resulted   in   me   not   

finding   the   answer   and   I   had   to   accept   that.   I   spent   a   really   large   amount   of   time   working   on   this   

and   I   enjoyed   it   but   I   ultimately   had   to   understand   that   maybe   what   I   am   doing   is   not   going   to   get   

the   result   I   wanted.   

  

Introduction   

Every   year,   thousands   of   sports   fans   across   the   country   spend   an   entire   month   engrossed   in   one   

tournament:   NCAA   March   Madness.   Sixty-four   teams   are   selected   to   compete   in   the   single   most   

competitive   environment   in   all   of   college   basketball.   Families   gather   together   before   the   

tournament   even   begins   to   watch   Selection   Sunday,   anxiously   waiting   to   hear   their   team’s   name     
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called.   The   moment   Selection   Sunday   ends   is   when   the   real   fun   begins   though.   The   official   

bracket   is   announced   and   it   is   time   to   make   predictions.   The   bracket   challenge   of   March   

Madness   takes   the   nation   by   storm   within   minutes   and   every   spectator   is   picking   their   winners   

and   losers,   hoping   to   have   the   perfect   bracket.   Different   websites   offer   different   rewards   but   the   

draw   of   a   big   cash   prize   for   having   the   perfect   bracket   is   guaranteed   across   the   board.   From   

predicting   winners   round   by   round   for   small   cash   prizes   to   predicting   the   entire   bracket   perfectly   

before   the   tournament   begins,   there   is   money   to   be   made   here.   The   question   is,   how   do   you   know   

which   teams   to   pick?   How   do   you   know   who   has   the   best   chance   to   win   it   all?     

  

Every   team   that   enters   the   tournament   receives   a   seed   of   one   through   sixteen   with   one   being   the  

best.   There   are   four   regions,   each   composed   of   sixteen   teams,   so   there   are   four   teams   with   each   

seed.   These   seeds   serve   as   the   first   indicator   of   potential   success,   but   they   can   be   deceiving.   

There   is   a   selection   committee   of   NCAA   basketball   conference   commissioners   and   athletic   

directors   that   spend   the   year   studying   the   top   teams   in   the   country.   Then   they   sit   down   to   create   

the   list   of   every   team   that   they   believe   should   be   in   the   tournament   and   what   seed   they   should   

receive.   There   are   two   ways   to   get   into   the   NCAA   tournament,   either   through   an   ‘At   Large   Bid’   

or   by   winning   a   conference   tournament.   Every   conference   has   a   tournament   at   the   end   of   the   

year,   just   before   March   Madness,   and   the   winner   of   each   conference   tournament   automatically   

receives   entry   into   March   Madness.   Because   of   this,   some   of   the   teams   who   may   be   one   of   the   

top   64   teams   in   the   country   may   not   actually   get   into   the   tournament.   After   the   32   spots   of   the   

conference   tournament   winners   are   filled,   the   rest   of   the   spots   are   filled   with   the   teams   that   the   

committee   believes   have   proven   themselves   the   most.   Yet,   somehow   things   are   never   as   simple   

as   they   seem.   There   is   something   that   happens   in   March   that   makes   things   a   little   more   
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complicated.   Whether   it   is   the   value   of   having   experienced   players   and   coaches,   or   the   value   of   

having   just   won   the   last   five   games   played,   or   some   other   statistic   that   does   not   usually   make   its   

way   to   paper,   the   team   that   is   considered   to   be   ‘better’   does   not   always   win.     

  

This   led   to   the   investigation   serving   as   a   basis   for   this   project.   What   is   it   that   allows   a   team   to   go   

far   in   the   tournament?   Can   some   combination   of   the   typical   ‘paper   statistics’   like   rankings   and   

record   combine   with   untraditional   statistics   like   experience   or   hot   streaks   to   create   an   indicator   

as   to   who   truly   has   the   best   chance   to   win   March   Madness?   I   wanted   to   research   both   the   paper   

statistics   and   the   untraditional   statistics   for   every   team   involved   in   the   last   ten   tournaments.   This   

quickly   presented   a   problem,   though,   in   the   sheer   amount   of   research,   data,   and   time   this   would   

require.   Studying   64   teams,   ten   tournaments,   and   each   team’s   strengths   and   weaknesses   just   was   

not   an   effective   use   of   my   limited   time.   I   decided   to   look   at   the   paper   statistics   for   every   team   

that   made   it   out   of   the   first   round   of   the   last   eight   tournaments.   That   gave   me   enough   data   to   

work   with   and   create   a   valid   attempt   at   finding   a   formula   for   success.   I   still   wanted   to   look   at   the   

untraditional   statistics,   which   I   decided   to   do   only   for   the   winners.   In   the   event   that   I   could   not   

find   a   pattern   or   formula   within   the   paper   statistics,   I   could   at   least   create   an   idea   of   the   

untraditional   statistics   that   all   or   most   of   the   previous   tournament   winners   had.   I   want   to   find   the   

true   indicators   of   success   that   seem   to   be   consistent   amongst   the   majority   of   past   tournament   

winners.     

  

Methods   

I   created   an   Excel   spreadsheet   with   the   data   from   each   year   in   a   separate   sheet.   For   each   

tournament   I   have   a   list   of   data   gathered   that   includes:   tournament   seed   and   finish,   wins   and     
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losses   before   the   tournament   began,   Quad   1   wins   and   losses,   conference,   rankings   for   each   week   

of   the   month   leading   up   to   the   tournament,   KenPom   rankings,   BPI,   strength   of   schedule,   and   

strength   of   record.   Seeding   and   wins   and   losses   are   pretty   straightforward   and   are   important   

factors   in   considering   what   the   success   of   a   tournament   team   may   be.   BPI   is   ESPN’s   power   

ranking   of   each   team’s   strength   and   it   is   meant   to   be   their   best   predictor   of   success   in   the   

tournament.   Strength   of   Schedule   is   a   ranking   of   how   much   quality   competition   a   team   has   faced   

throughout   the   year,   and   it   can   be   a   great   indicator   of   how   a   team   may   react   to   facing   very   

talented   competition   late   in   the   tournament.   Strength   of   Record   takes   strength   of   schedule   into   

account   when   looking   at   a   team   record   and   adjusts   it   accordingly   to   get   a   more   accurate   way   to   

compare   teams   with   similar   records.   AP   rankings   are   the   rankings   released   by   the   NCAA   on   a   

weekly   basis,   and   KenPom   rankings   are   the   rankings   released   on   a   popular   basketball   analytics   

site   that   many   hardcore   NCAA   fans   follow   frequently.   A   Quad   1   team   is   considered   one   of   the   

top   teams   in   the   country   and   a   team’s   Quad   1   record   is   considered   to   be   very   important   when   

considering   expected   performance   in   the   tournament.   I   have   decided   to   use   these   factors   to   create   

a   formula   that   will   give   each   team   a   score   that   then   indicates   their   chances   of   winning.   I   began   to   

create   a   formula   where   the   larger   the   final   result,   the   larger   the   chances   of   winning.   My   goal   in   

this   was   to   work   backwards   and   build   the   formula   to   result   in   the   winner   having   the   largest   score.     

  

First,   I   took   the   data   I   had   and   created   a   win:loss   ratio   by   simply   dividing   wins   by   losses.   I   knew   

that   this   would   be   an   important   element   to   include   in   any   calculations   I   would   perform,   but   there   

was   a   problem   with   this.   A   team   that   played   much   more   difficult   teams   and   had   a   worse   record   

would   technically   have   a   lower   win:loss   ratio   than   a   team   who   only   played   weak   teams   all   year.     
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To   account   for   this,   I   then   adjusted   the   win:loss   ratio   by   both   the   Strength   of   Schedule   (SOS)   and   

Strength   of   Record   (SOR)   to   create   two   new   indicators.     

  

To   perform   this   adjustment   I   divided   the   win:loss   ratio   by   each   of   these   values   to   get   an   SOR   

adjusted   win:loss   ratio   and   an   SOS   adjusted   win:loss   ratio.   This   created   a   problem,   though,   in   

that   the   distribution   of   this   adjustment   is   not   necessarily   proportional.   For   example,   when   a   team   

is   ranked   first   in   Strength   of   Schedule   or   record,   then   their   adjusted   win:loss   ratio   is   the   same   as   

their   original   win:loss   ratio.   However,   if   another   team   has   the   same   win:loss   ratio   but   is   ranked   

just   third   or   fourth,   which   is   still   really   impressive,   then   their   adjusted   ratio   would   be   a   fourth   of   

their   original.   The   issue   is   that   the   sequential   differences   between   dividing   by   smaller   numbers   

can   be   very   large   and   create   outliers   in   the   data.   To   account   for   this,   I   implemented   an   if   

statement   into   the   adjusted   win:loss   formulas   so   that   if   a   team   was   ranked   first   in   that   category,   

then   the   formula   should   adjust   the   value   by   dividing   by   two   and   a   half   instead   of   one.   I   also   

adjusted   it   so   that   if   a   team   was   ranked   second,   it   should   divide   by   two   and   three   quarters   instead   

of   two.   I   played   around   with   what   numbers   would   effectively   get   rid   of   the   outlier   through   

guessing   and   checking   values,   and   I   ultimately   decided   that   this   was   the   closest   I   could   get.     

After   creating   a   few   different   fields   that   I   felt   would   be   good   starting   points   for   developing   a   

formula,   I   began   to   see   how   I   could   combine   them.   To   create   what   I   called   Formula   1,   I   first   

multiplied   the   SOR   adjusted   win:loss   ratio   by   Quad   1   wins   and   dividing   by   Total   Quad   1   games.     

I   thought   that   combining   these   two   ratios   would   give   a   better   picture   as   to   who   is   really   doing   

well   when   it   matters.   The   results   were   not   fully   accurate   so   I   created   Formula   2   as   a   continuation   

of   this   by   multiplying   by   Total   Quad   1   games   and   dividing   by   Quad   1   losses.   Formula   1   

effectively   used   the   Quad   1   win   percentage   and   Formula   2   used   the   win:loss   ratio.   At   this   point   I     
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realized   that   Strength   of   Record   should   not   be   the   only   base   ranking   I   use,   so   I   began   to   repeat   

every   formula   I   had   done   but   with   Strength   of   Schedule   as   the   base   value   instead   of   Strength   of   

Record.   For   example,   Formula   1   is   based   on   SOR   but   Formula   1.2   is   based   on   SOS.   From   here   I   

had   two   routes   of   formulas   going   at   all   times   that   I   could   combine   to   get   a   more   accurate   picture   

of   who   was   truly   successful.   My   idea   was   to   try   to   continually   build   on   these   formulas   as   they   

slowly   began   to   account   for   more   information.     

  

The   next   two   pieces   of   information   I   wanted   to   include   were   a   team’s   conference   and   their   

average   ranking   in   the   four   weeks   leading   up   to   the   tournament.   There   are   six   major   conferences   

in   college   basketball   that   regularly   produce   winning   teams   and   provide   consistent   competition   

for   their   members.   These   conferences   are   the   Big   East,   The   Big   10,   the   Big   12,   the   Pac   12,   the   

SEC,   and   the   ACC.   Almost   every   winner   of   the   tournament   in   recent   history   has   come   from   one   

of   these   conferences.   The   thought   is   that   if   every   team   in   a   conference   is   at   least   decent   

competition,   then   all   of   those   teams   will   get   better   throughout   the   year   simply   due   to   playing   

consistently   against   strong   competition.   Whereas,   a   team   that   plays   in   a   conference   that   is   overall   

not   very   good   will   not   grow   as   much   throughout   the   year   because   they   will   not   really   be   

challenged.   A   great   example   of   this   is   Gonzaga.   Gonzaga   plays   in   the   WCC   which   is   not   a   very   

competitive   conference   overall.   Gonzaga   constantly   blows   out   most   of   these   teams   and   has   a   

really   strong   record,   but   they   simply   don’t   play   very   competitive   teams.   They   are   always   a   good   

team   and   they   are   frequently   ranked   very   highly   but   their   lack   of   competition   throughout   the   year   

can   hold   them   back   in   March.   To   adjust   for   this   I   created   a   factor   that   takes   into   account   the   

conference   and   assigns   a   value   accordingly.   The   value   I   used   was   one   for   each   of   the   six   major   

conferences   and   then   one   half   for   every   other   conference.     
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The   other   factor   was   AP   ranking   in   the   month   leading   up   to   the   tournament.   Since   the   goal   of   my   

formula   is   for   the   best   team   to   produce   the   largest   number,   simply   multiplying   by   their   average   

rank   for   the   month   would   actually   hurt   the   good   teams   and   help   the   bad   teams.   To   fix   this,   I   

subtracted   each   week’s   ranking   from   26,   divided   it   by   25,   and   then   took   the   average   of   these   5   

results.   The   thought   behind   this   was   that   a   team   who   was   ranked   first   would   have   the   calculation   

(26-1)/25   which   is   just   one   and   then   everything   else   would   be   less   than   one   as   higher   numbers   

subtracted   more   from   26.   This   allowed   me   to   reward   teams   with   low   rankings   and   not   those   with   

large   rankings.   These   two   fields   combined   to   make   Formula   3   and   3.2   respectively   as   I   took   

Formula   2   and   2.2   and   multiplied   by   the   Conference   Adjustment   and   the   Average   Ranking  

Adjustment.   Both   Formula   3   and   3.2   represented   two   very   different   paths   of   information   but   both   

were   important   and   I   wanted   to   consolidate   them   back   into   one   formula   so   I   multiplied   the   two   

together   to   do   this.     

  

At   this   point   I   started   to   look   back   at   the   different   formulas   I   had   created   and   the   outputs   they   

were   producing.   What   was   surprising   to   me   was   how   different   the   results   were   for   different   

years.   Some   years   the   highest   value   for   Formula   2   was   25   and   some   years   it   was   six.   The   

problem   I   was   recognizing   was   that   since   so   many   of   my   formulas   were   just   multiples   of   

different   values,   those   that   had   an   extremely   large   value   for   one   formula   were   growing   much   

faster   than   those   with   relatively   normal   values.   For   example,   if   one   team   has   a   value   of   25   on   

Formula   2   and   the   other   has   a   value   of   six,   but   they   each   have   a   conference   adjustment   of   one   

and   average   ranking   adjustment   of   three,   then   the   first   team   will   have   a   value   of   75   for   Formula   

3   and   the   second   team   will   have   a   value   of   18.   I   needed   a   way   to   counteract   this.   I   decided   to   do   

this   by   normalizing   the   results   of   each   formula   as   well   as   the   formulas   themselves.   This   means     
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that   for   each   formula   I   would   calculate   the   average   of   all   the   results,   the   standard   deviation,   and   

then   plug   these   values   into   the   normal   distribution   function   within   Excel.   The   way   this   works   is   

that   it   takes   the   value   of   a   team,   subtracts   the   mean,   and   divides   by   the   standard   deviation.   Then   

this   new   result   is   standardized   and   can   be   compared   to   a   premade   probability   table   and   it   gives   

you   a   probability   as   a   result.   This   is   the   probability   that   any   random   number   that   is   produced   by   

the   original   formula   would   be   less   than   your   specific   value.   For   example,   if   I   take   the   largest   

value   in   the   set   of   results   of   Formula   2   and   plug   it   into   the   normal   distribution   function   within   

Excel,   the   result   will   be   one.   Then   the   rest   of   the   results   will   be   something   below   one   but   above   

zero,   and   the   distribution   of   these   results   will   resemble   the   distribution   of   the   original   results   of   

Formula   2,   but   the   maximum   value   will   be   set   at   one.   Thus,   instead   of   just   having   Formula   2   and   

Formula   2.2   respectively,   I   had   Formula   2,   NR2,   NF2,   and   Formula   2.2,   NR2.2,   and    NF2.2.   

NR2   represents   the   normalized   results   of   Formula   2   while    NF2   represents   a   new   version   of   

Formula   2   with   the   normalized   results   of   Formula   1   as   the   input   instead   of   the   original   results   of   

Formula   1.   I   followed   this   path   throughout   the   rest   of   the   formulas   as   well.   For   each   formula   

moving   forward   I   had   the   original   results,   the   normalized   results,   and   then   the   original   formula   

using   the   previous   formula’s   normalized   results   as   inputs.     

  

At   this   point   I   had   a   fairly   large   number   of   formulas   that   all   had   different   results   so   I   decided   to   

look   through   and   see   what   formulas   seemed   typically   to   be   accurate.   My   goal   with   each   formula   

was   just   to   have   the   winner   produce   the   largest   number.   I   did   not   have   one   formula   that   correctly   

predicted   every   tournament   but   I   did   have   a   few   formulas   that   had   the   winner   producing   a   

number   in   the   top   three   results.   I   decided   to   combine   these   formulas,   and   this   is   where   I   got   

Formula   3.4.   The   first   two   formulas   that   seemed   to   capture   the   winner   most   accurately   were     
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Formula   1.2   and   Formula   3.3,   so   these   were   the   values   I   combined   by   multiplying   them   together.   

That   still   was   only   accurate   for   about   half   of   the   tournaments,   though,   so   then   I   went   back   

through   and   examined   the   normalized   results   more   closely   and   found   three   more   formulas   that   

seemed   especially   accurate.   These   were   NF3,   NF3.2,   and   NF2.2.   These   three   combined   to   create   

Formula   4,   which   was   the   closest   I   had   come   to   being   accurate,   but   there   was   one   issue   still.   I   

had   really   only   been   using   the   formulas   I   had   created   and   had   disregarded   many   of   the   other  

rankings   like   KenPom,   BPI,   and   seeds.   I   was   in   search   of   any   information   that   could   separate   the   

winners   from   those   currently   being   predicted   by   my   formulas.   So   I   looked   through   the   

information   that   I   had   been   neglecting   and   found   that   Kenpom   was   actually   very   accurate   in  

predicting   winners.   In   the   eight   tournaments   that   I   had   data   for,   no   winner   had   a   KenPom   

ranking   worse   than   third.   So   I   created   a   formula   called   KP   Adjusted   which   divided   Formula   4   by   

their   Kenpom   ranking   and   this   gave   me   the   most   accurate   formula   I   could   find.   (See   Appendix   

for   formulas   and   2019   Excel   data   and   calculations.)     

  

Results   

My   results   were   not   far   off   from   what   I   expected   but   they   were   different   than   what   I   had   hoped.   

Ultimately,   I   was   able   to   predict   the   correct   winner   with   my   final   formula,   KP   Adjusted,   for   six   

of   the   eight   tournaments   I   had   gathered   data   for.   Five   of   these   tournaments   were   won   by   a   1   seed   

and   the   other   was   won   by   a   2   seed.   These   six   tournaments   had   the   ‘correct’   team   win   the   

tournament   and   the   other   two   had   something   unexpected   happen.   The   two   years   that   I   was   not   

able   to   predict   correctly   were   2014   and   2015.   Both   of   these   years   my   calculations   found   that   a   

team   which   was   in   the   Final   Four   actually   should   have   won   the   tournament.   This   is   still   close   to   

being   correct   but   ultimately   was   not   perfect.   In   2015,   Duke   won   the   tournament   against   
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Wisconsin.   Duke   had   a   very   impressive   record   and   was   very   deserving   of   this   win   but   there   is   a   

clear   reason   my   formula   was   not   accurate.   Kentucky,   who   was   eliminated   in   the   Final   Four,   

came   into   the   tournament   as   a   clear   favorite   with   a   perfect   record.   Before   the   tournament   they   

were   34   and   0,   and   they   had   spent   the   entire   month   before   the   tournament   ranked   first.   Their   

Quad   1   Win   ratio   was   massive   compared   to   every   other   team   as   they   had   not   lost   a   game,   and   

because   of   this   their   formula   values   were   much   larger   from   the   beginning.     

  

The   other   year   that   I   was   incorrect   was   2013,   and   this   was   one   of   the   craziest   tournaments   in   

NCAA   history.   The   final   was   7   seed   UConn   versus   8   seed   Kentucky.   No   one   could   have   

predicted   this   final   and   not   surprisingly,   neither   could   I.   Both   teams   had   decent   qualifications   

leading   into   the   tournament   but   I   do   not   see   anything   on   paper   that   says   that   we   should   have   seen   

this   coming.   UConn   was   26   and   8   before   the   tournament   and   Kentucky   was   24   and   10.   They   

were   both   ranked   in   the   low   twenties   or   not   ranked   for   the   month   leading   up   to   the   tournament   

and   neither   one   had   a   very   impressive   KenPom   ranking.   I   almost   consider   the   tournament   results   

to   be   an   outlier   because   nothing   happened   the   way   it   should   have.   I   think   it   came   down   to   

individual   players   and   statistics   that   cannot   be   measured.   UConn   had   one   of   the   best   college   

guards   in   history   in   Kemba   Walker,   and   he   was   incredible   during   the   tournament,   but   no   one   

could   have   predicted   how   well   he   or   his   team   would   perform.     

  

Conclusions   

March   Madness   has   been   around   for   a   pretty   long   time   but   it   seems   like   no   one   has   really   figured   

it   out.   Every   year   hundreds   of   thousands   of   brackets   are   created   and   massive   cash   prizes   are     
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offered   for   anyone   with   the   perfect   bracket.   The   odds   are   not   exactly   in   your   favor   with   64   teams   

playing   in   a   single   elimination   tournament.   The   probability   of   getting   a   perfect   bracket   is   so   

small   that   the   number   is   hard   to   even   comprehend.   I   decided   to   tackle   just   one   single   game   

within   this   crazy   tournament   and   the   best   I   could   do   was   75%   accuracy.   From   one   stance,   that   is   

incredibly   impressive   to   be   able   to   predict   the   winner   for   six   of   eight   tournaments,   but   from   

another   perspective   I   could   not   even   predict   this   one   single   game   within   the   tournament.   Now,   in   

reality,   I   am   predicting   a   lot   more   than   one   game   since   I   am   attempting   to   predict   who   will   win   

every   single   game   they   play   in   the   tournament,   but   the   point   still   stands.   From   paper   statistics   

alone,   you   cannot   predict   the   winner   of   the   NCAA   tournament   with   100%   certainty.   You   can   

come   close   and   you   can   predict   quite   a   few   tournaments   correctly,   but   overall   you   cannot   do   it   

using   only   the   paper   statistics   that   I   used.   I   do   think   it   is   possible   to   predict   the   winner   with   close   

to   100%   accuracy   but   I   think   you   would   need   a   few   things   which   I   did   not   have.   The   first   would   

be   the   statistics   which   cannot   be   found   on   paper.   How   many   players   does   each   team   have   with   

multiple   years   of   experience?   How   much   experience   does   the   coach   have   and   how   much   past   

tournament   success   does   he   have?   How   many   star   players   does   each   team   have   and   have   those   

players   been   consistent   throughout   the   season?   There   are   so   many   statistics   that   are   difficult   to   

measure   but   have   a   huge   impact   on   the   success   of   a   team.    

  

Along   with   that,   there   are   many   other   paper   statistics   which   I   was   unable   to   use   or   just   chose   not   

to   but   could   have   improved   accuracy.   Things   like   offensive   efficiency,   points   per   game,   points   

allowed   per   game,   steals   and   turnovers,   and   much   more.   I   believe   that   with   a   deep   analysis   of   

these   statistics   you   could   come   much   closer   to   correctly   predicting   the   winner   consistently.   I   

chose   not   to   collect   these   statistics   due   to   lack   of   availability   and   difficulty   to   collect.   I   found   it     
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very   difficult   to   find   these   statistics   for   a   tournament   that   happened   eight   years   ago   and   

especially   to   find   a   way   to   get   all   these   statistics   in   a   time-efficient   manner.   As   I   only   had   a   few   

months   to   do   this   project   and   would   need   to   have   most   of   the   data   gathered   within   the   first   

month,   I   had   to   sacrifice   some   information   and   those   were   the   statistics   I   chose   to   forego.   I   did   

this   because   I   had   hoped   that   the   rankings   and   seedings   would   be   the   products   of   these   statistics   

but   I   think   there   was   a   gap   there   that   I   was   unable   to   close.     

  

I   would   also   recommend   using   more   than   just   the   past   eight   tournaments   if   possible.   Of   the   eight   

tournaments   I   considered,   six   of   them   were   won   by   1   seeds   and   this   makes   them   a   little   easier   to   

predict   with   just   paper   statistics.   If   you   just   went   with   the   rule   of   picking   a   1   seed   to   win   every   

year,   you   already   have   a   25%   chance   of   guessing   correctly.   The   years   before   2012   had   a   little   

more   variability   in   the   seed   of   the   winner   and   I   would   be   curious   to   see   how   this   formula   would   

work   for   those   tournaments.   The   last   suggestion   I   would   have   is   to   use   the   data   for   every   team   in   

the   tournament   and   not   just   those   that   make   it   out   of   the   first   round.   My   logic   in   this   choice   was   

that   no   team   who   has   any   real   shot   at   winning   the   tournament   would   lose   in   the   first   round   but   it   

would   make   this   entire   process   that   much   more   accurate   if   you   had   all   64   teams’   worth   of   data.   

  

Just   for   fun,   I   decided   to   run   my   formulas   for   the   data   on   this   year’s   March   Madness   tournament.   

This   year   is   incredibly   different   from   any   other   year   due   to   the   limited   schedules   and   the   limited   

fans,   so   I   do   not   know   that   my   formula   will   still   translate   to   success.   However,   I   still   wanted   to   

give   it   a   try   and   see   what   outcome   I   could   predict.   When   running   this   year’s   numbers,   my   

formula   predicted   that   Michigan   would   win   the   NCAA   Tournament.   The   only   problem   with   this   

is   that   Michigan   lost   one   of   its   best   players   just   before   March   Madness   began.   Michigan     
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ultimately   lost   in   the   Elite   8   in   a   very   close   game.   Baylor   won   the   tournament,   and   I   cannot   say   I   

am   surprised.   The   other   formula   I   saw   frequently   predict   the   winner   correctly   was   Formula   4,   

and   Baylor   had   the   highest   score   in   that   formula.   The   thing   that   hurt   Baylor   was   their   KenPom   

Ranking.   Coming   into   the   tournament   they   were   ranked   fourth   on   KenPom.   This   had   a   huge   

impact   on   their   final   score   in   my   formula   because   whatever   number   they   produced   in   Formula   4   

would   then   be   divided   by   four.   Looking   into   estimating   the   2021   winner   actually   led   me   to   a   

major   flaw   in   my   formula:   the   historical   KenPom   rankings   I   used   were   reflecting   the   games   that   

occurred   in   the   tournament,   not   just   those   played   before   the   tournament.   The   rest   of   the   statistics   

I   collected   were   all   only   based   on   the   regular   season,   but   KenPom   did   not   have   the   option   to   

show   the   rankings   at   a   certain   point   in   time.   Thus,   without   knowing,   I   used   KenPom   rankings   

which   had   been   adjusted   to   reflect   tournament   performance   and   my   final   formula   was   derived   

from   data   that   could   not   be   collected   until   after   the   tournament   was   finished.   Now,   the   changes   in   

KenPom   Rankings   this   year   from   before   and   after   the   tournament   are   not   massive,   but   they   are   

enough   to   change   the   outputs   of   my   formula.   This   year,   Baylor   came   into   the   tournament   ranked   

fourth   on   KenPom   but   left   the   tournament   ranked   second.   When   I   adjusted   my   formula   for   this   

change   in   ranking,   it   actually   predicted   that   Baylor   would   win.   Granted,   this   may   not   necessarily   

be   considered   a   prediction   anymore,   but   nonetheless,   when   using   data   consistent   with   the   past   

methods   of   collection,   my   formula   actually   was   correct.     
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Appendix   

Formulas   

1. Win   Ratio   =    W ins
Losses  

2. Win   Ratio   Adjusted   SOS   =    W ins
Losses trength of  Schedule÷ S  

3. Win   Ratio   Adjusted   SOR   =    W ins
Losses trength of  Record÷ S  

4. Formula   1   =    in Ratio Adjusted SOR W × Quad 1 W ins
Quad 1 T otal Games  

5. NR1   =   *   (F ormula 1)Φ  

6. Formula   2   =    ormula 1 F ×  Quad 1 Losses
Quad 1 T otal W ins  

7. NR2   =   *   (F ormula 2)Φ  

8. NF2   =    R1 N ×  Quad 1 Losses
Quad 1 T otal W ins  

9. Conference   Adjustment   =   

 f  Conference SEC, ACC, Big East, Big 10, Big 12, P ac 12 , otherwise 5  i =       ⇒ 1  ⇒ .  

10. Average   Ranking   Weight   =    26 )( × 5 − 25
Σ Ap Rankings ÷ 5  

11. Normal   Ave   =     (Average Ranking W eight)Φ *  

12. Formula   3   =    verage Ranking W eight Conference Adjustment F ormula 2A ×  ×   

13. NR3   =   *   (F ormula 3)Φ  

14. NF3     ormal Ave Conference Adjustment F 2 = N ×  × N  

15. Formula   1.2   =    in Ratio Adjusted SOS W × Quad 1 W ins
Quad 1 T otal Games  

16. NR1.2   =   *   (F ormula 1.2)Φ  

17. Formula   2.2   =    ormula 1.2 F ×  Quad 1 Losses
Quad 1 T otal W ins  

18. NR2.2   =   *   (F ormula 2.2)Φ  
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19. NF2.2   =    R1.2 N × Quad 1 Losses
Quad 1 T otal Games  

20. NFR2.2   =   *   (NF 2.2)Φ  

21. Formula   3.2   =    verage Ranking W eight Conference Adjustment F ormula 2.2A ×  ×   

22. NR3.2   =   *   (F ormula 3.2)Φ  

23. NF3.2   =    verage Ranking W eight Conference Adjustment NR2.2A ×  ×   

24. Formula   3.3   =    ormula 3.2 F ormula 3F ×   

25. NR3.3   =   *   (F ormula 3.3)Φ  

26. NF3.3   =    R3.2 NR3N ×   

27. NF3.3-F   =    F 3.2 NF 3N ×   

28. Formula   3.4   =    ormula 3.2 F ormula 1.2 F ×   

29. NR3.4   =   *   (F ormula 3.4)Φ  

30. Formula   4   =    F 3.2 NF 3 NF 2.2N ×  ×   

31. KP   Adj   =    F ormula 4
Kenpom Ranking  

*    Indicates   the   cumulative   distribution   function   of   a   standard   normal   distribution.   
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2019   Excel   Data   and   Calculations   
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